FuzePad is creating the world’s ﬁrst decentralized launchpad
utilised by Membership Fungible Tokens (MFTs) which provide
claimable attributes for real world products and services. As
originators of the MFT standard, FuzePad is on the cutting edge
of embedding membership perks to digital collectors,
procreative loyalty capabilities into digital format and interaction
between blockchain and real world. Collectors can use the MFT
ownership to claim services or products in the real world, trade
and gain early access to several new MFT drops via the world’s
ﬁrst MFT launchpad known as FuzePad.
An MFT is the perfect addition to the NFT eco-system. It is a
unique membership powered digital asset that has its own
claimable feature in the real world. In other words, an MFT will
allow you to claim services or products from businesses simply
by displaying proof of ownership in person. The MFT standard
represents a foundational shift in combining digital to the
interactive physical world which will transform the outdated
loyalty and rewards systems.
FuzePad has a bold aim: To adapt and evolve the membership
culture, stories and collaborative fusion of blockchain and real
world utility. Thus, the birth of FuzePad.

Why Now?
Even with the most recent adoption of innovative businesses
providing NFTs as a proof of membership, the gap between
collectors and service providing businesses remains unscaled.
The NFT ecosystem is witnessing an explosion in innovation and
creativity ranging from reputable digital art producers to
intellectual properties that allow NFTs to interact with one
another inside the scope of a metaverse. Understandable, with
the likes of jpeg cigarette butts and 24-pixel images fetching
resale prices of $1m+ at auction, the common misconception
with NFTs is that the visual artwork or cult like communities
dictate the value of such assets, however, we acknowledge that
what makes an NFT more valuable is what you can claim in the
real world by holding the NFT, driving us to form the
Membership Fungible Token standard.
Although complete adoption is every blockchain enthusiast
dream, there will always be certain services that collectors and
cryptocurrency users will rely on real world businesses to provide
while the demands to do more with NFTs grows signiﬁcantly.
The FuzePad creators envisions the FuzePad.io launchpad as the
connective tissue for global businesses and customers to utilise
and enjoy rich, loyalty based, membership perks while
remaining connected to a crypto-native stack.

What is our destination?
As the popularity for MFTs increases, so too will the perks in
rewards that will beneﬁt MFT holders and entice collaborations
with the biggest staple brands worldwide. This gateway for the
real and digital world will enable us to not only create mass
adoption, but also to categorise a unique bread of membership
holders that will shape stories, culture, and adoption as we
realise the true meaning behind a private members club.

THE INNOVATION
Collect:
The FuzePad team is creating a web wallet accessible
launchpad on FuzePad.io, this ﬁrstly established location will
help collectors evolve the membership culture, stories and
collaborative innovations through the medium of Membership
Fungible Tokens.
After originating the Membership Fungible Token (MFT)
standard, the FuzePad team has led the development and
deployment of the MFT standard on the Ethereum Blockchain.
The MFT Protocol enables any business to create Membership
Fungible Tokens in a pioneering manner.
We invite you to COLLECT memberships with us on FuzePad.io.

Trade:
Carrying the same fundamentals of digital collectables, MFTs are
digital assets that retain ownership perks and will be traded
online via our exclusive partner Opensea.io. The Opensea
marketplace has averaged $169 million in trading volume each
day and has now surpassed the all-time high of $3.42 billion set
in August 2021 to establish a new all-time high, surpassing the
$3.5 billion mark in Ether trading volume.

Membership collectors will not be restricted by length of
ownership and our marketplace partnership will allow complete
wallet to wallet transferability and saleability on the open
secondary market. We understand that not all claimable
attributes shall appeal to all collectors, however, the open
tradability of the assets provides optimal opportunities to both
digital collectors and traders alike.
We invite you to TRADE memberships with us on FuzePad.io.

Collaborate:
The core foundation of our launchpad will be to facilitate,
nurture and create MFT collections that will be attached to real
world business services and products. The ownership beneﬁts
will not be limited to just services and products but also adapted
to include whitelisting opportunities for upcoming NFT projects
.
The launched collections can also be fused together with newly
developed partnerships and therefore increasing the value of
existing MFTs as relationships and publicity grow.
The FuzePad team ﬁnds no limitation to industries or projects
that can adopt the MFT standard for both consumer loyalty or
marketing collateral purposes so therefore we welcome and
strategies with all believers in the innovative collaboration.
We invite you to COLLABERATE with us on FuzePad.io

THE TECHNICALS
What are MFTs?
An MFT is a unique membership powered digital item that has
blockchain-managed ownership.
The term MFT is an abbreviation for Membership Fungible
Token. In essence, an MFT brings to life the ownership of the
underlying unique digital item by allowing holders to claim real
world services.
The concept of an MFT launchpad was originated and invented
by the FuzePad founders, and ﬁrst presented to small selection
of private investors on March 19th, 2021. From that point on, the
team has actively built the MFT standard and further reﬁned the
conceptualization of an MFT.
Any NFT can be turned into an MFT via the MFT standard. This is
achieved by fusing the NFT with royalties claimable upon proof
of ownership. Once the NFT is fused with a royalty, it acquires its
own unique rewards that beneﬁt its holder.

The MFT Standard
The MFT standard refers to a smart contract based on the
Ethereum Blockchain that allow us to create a Membership
Fungible Token (MFT) in a permission-based manner.
Any NFT can be turned into an MFT via the MFT standard. This is
achieved by fusing the NFT with a service or product provided
by a speciﬁc business. Once the NFT is fused with a service or
product, it acquires its own unique royalties that beneﬁt its
holders.
The MFT standard, in effect, has a registry of fusions between
NFTs and royalties. As long as a NFT remains fused with a royalty,
it is considered an MFT. On a technical level, the act of fusion
involves locking of the royalty within the smart contract of the
MFT standard, while leaving the user's visual NFT unchanged.
This means that the MFT standard is designed with a
non-custodial framework. Such an architecture enables us to
turn NFTs into MFTs without the need to require custody
(locking, staking, wrapping, swapping). Therefore, holders
reduce the risks of losing their valuable NFTs by an error.
The MFT standard is initially being designed to be compatible
with the major NFT standards of Ethereum: ERC-721, ERC-1155
NFT, and is elastic enough to adapt to any other standard that
will emerge.

Claimable Attributes
Claimable attributes are on-chain assets that dictate the
properties of an MFT.
Each MFT has various claimable attributes that shape its
rewards to the holder. Examples of Claimable attribute include
Free products, discounted purchases, access to exclusive events,
whitelisting, auto airdrops, and so on. Each claimable attribute
might be different in its on-chain nature from others dependant
on the collection owners and services or products provided.

The Launchpad & Marketplace
The FuzePad launchpad will feature a decentralized application
built on the front end that will enable users to mint various
tokenized membership offerings.
As the adoption of MFTs increases, we expect a substantial
amount of MFTs to emerge and offer their MFTs for sale. We will
expect the option to sell their MFTs on our established
marketplace to increase their value and exposure.
The FuzePad marketplace will allow for better user experience,
ease of discovery, and more contextual information about the
tokenized membership within the marketplace.

THE MISCELLANEOUS
The Community
Join the likeminded group of people who seek to utilize the
medium of Membership Fungible Tokens.
The MFT standard relies on the contribution of all those who are
willing to build it. We invite all those who seek to utilize MFTs and
share the vision of the MFT standard to join in the development
of the MFT ecosystem and help in any way that they can.
The FuzePad team is leading the development of the MFT
standard, and we are creating incentives to develop the
standards functionalities and ecosystem through
community-approved improvement proposals.
To join the FuzePad team, please email connect@fuzepad.io with
your CV.
The FuzePad team is hiring aggressively and regularly conducts
interviews for Smart Contract Developers, Sales, Marketing, Full
Stack Developers, Operations, and Senior Management Roles.
If you would like to connect, we invite you to join our community:
Discord: https://discord.gg/EaxPbk6GEd
Twitter: https://twitter.com/FuzePadMFTs
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/fuzepadmfts/
Medium: https://medium.com/@FuzePadMFTs

Legal Disclaimer
MFTs are designed and built as a multifaceted utility token that
helps carry various royalties within the real world and is not
meant to be an investment instrument to secure future proﬁt,
via either direct payment or appreciation, or speculatively traded
on secondary markets. MFT purchasers are not invited to take
part in a ﬁnancial venture, but in a social and technological one.
While we can't control purchaser's internal real expectations and
intentions and value ﬂuctuations (potentially subject to forces of
supply and demand), we do not support, and rather we
discourage, speculation on MFTs at any level.

FAQS
FAQ 1
How can I prove to the collection creators that I own their MFT?
Each collaborated business will be provided with a unique QR
code which you will need to scan and connect your wallet to
when claiming your attributes. Once the creators can verify that
you own at least one of their collections they will be able to
render the agree service/product.

FAQ 2
How will they know if I have already claimed
my attributes or not?
Our smart contract for every collection is integrated with an
off-chain database that tracks each transaction and allows our
platform to generate time limits between each claim. When a
product or service has been claimed the information will be
stored on private database and the redeem timer shall be reset
therefore avoiding a holder claiming multiple times throughout
the ownership of their MFT.

FAQ 3
How can I get an MFT if I don’t own a crypto wallet?
By utilising a world class web3 API users will be able to generate
an adaptable wallet that is attached to any geolocated telephone
number. This means that if you do not own a wallet before the
required minting date, you will be able to create one via our
website and therefore allow you to mint the latest MFT collection.

FAQ 4
What if I don’t want my MFT anymore?
The greatest beneﬁt of owning an MFT is that you have the
option to sell it on the open market the moment you claim
ownership of your MFT. Currently there is an abundance of open
marketplaces that allow NFT owners to list and auction their NFT.
These marketplaces along with the development of our own MFT
marketplace will mean owners of all collections will be provided
with multiple options to trade or sell their owned collections.

For more information regarding FuzePad and its services please
ﬁnd the admin and support team in our discord server.

